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Intent ion of  th is  Financing

Our managements are 
intended to be responsible for 
the success of the VR business

We will control the dilution of shares 
by the end of 2019, with 

consideration for our existing 
shareholders

The exercise status of the 14th stock acquisition rights
is not favorable.

As we have a confidence in future business development, 
the asset management company of our CEO Qian Kun and 

our director Sato will provide the funds
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Financing Scheme

Total procurement amount: ¥1,241 million

<Funding>
Funds are procured from own funds and borrowings from shareholders of each asset management company

Asset management company
QK LTD.

Asset management company
SK LTD.

Asset management company
SY LTD.

Director
Yusuke Sato

Stock Stock Stock

Funding

Stock acquisition rights

Funding Funding Funding

Shareholder
Qian Kun 51.00%

Vieris. 49.00%

Shareholder
Qian Kun 87.10%

PSY 12.90%

Shareholder
Qian Kun 51.00%

Y&N Brothers 49.00%
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Financing Scheme

Exercised/Funded
Approx. 200 million

Control to avoid new share dilution
In 2019, the number of potential shares (dilution) will be adjusted at a level not exceeding the number of potential 

shares through the 14th to 16th stock acquisition rights (1.7 million shares)

14-16th stock acquisition rights

Procurement Amount
Approx. *1.2  

billion*3

Funded: Approx. 200 
million

※ Image as of December 10, 2018.
※2 Stock acquisition rights: JPY7.24bn based on initial exercise price (14th: JPY3,050; 15th: JPY5,000; 16th: JPY7,000)
※3 Approximately 600 million yen can be raised at least in the event of partial forfeiture of new shares and unexercised Series 18 subscription rights to shares.

14-16th stock acquisition rights 
and

New stock acquisition rights and the 
18th stock acquisition rights

Consideration of dilution 
(number of dilutive shares)

Image of Fund Procurement*1

Number of dilutive shares resulting from the issuance
1,700,000 shares

Initial procurement plan (Total)*2 Procurement plans, including this financing

14-16th stock acquisition 
rights

adjust for funding

Number of dilutive shares resulting from the issuance
1,700,000 shares
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Purpose  of  th is  Financing

Investment in content enhancement including the 
construction of a special studio

Use of proceeds

Service development and management toward 
medium-to long-term VR business growth

Personnel expenses related to recruitment, etc. 
for the development and operation of the VR business

Promotion of development of 
Virtual Live Platform “INSPIX”

Discovering, training, and producing 
IPs (entertainers, etc.)

¥1.09 billion

¥150 million

Planned procurement 
amount

We are responsible for the success of our VR business
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Virtual  Live  Plat form ”INSPIX”, ,

Live broadcast on existing 
video distribution sites

By using a variety of terminals,
you can take part in virtual live from 

your home

Virtual live experience
in a particular place

Phase1 Phase3Phase2

Completion of the development Under development
(Completion target for FY9/19)

We are actively developing to complete the Phase 3 stage.

New music experience that enables simultaneous live broadcasting in a variety of 
environments without relying on VR-HMD*

※ VR-HMD: VR-Head Mounted Display
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Discovery, Cultivation, and Production of IPs

VR idol unit 
“enogu”

Voistar Project 
“1st Group High School Children”

Project of the joint venture, Miracle Pro

“MAI PRINCESS”

Iwamotocho 
Entertainment 

Company x Pulse
Voicer x pulse

AI idol project

“VAI”

Pulse

Increase our IP fans and commence the tie-up with large-scale third-party IPs

“iwamotocho geinosh & pulse” Just Production & pulse

Voistar & pulse
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New shares 18th
stock acquisition rights

Issuing method
Third-party allotment

QK LTD. SK LTD.
Yusuke Sato SY LTD.

Amount of funds to be 
raised ¥1.24 billion

Amount of estimated
proceeds ¥1.24 billion

Number of stock
acquisition rights to be 

issued
- 2,126 units

Number of diluted
shares to be issued 673,200 shares 212,600 shares

Issue price
Initial exercise price 1,411 yen 1,411 yen

Minimum exercise 
price - 988 yen

Adjustment of the 
exercise price - Yes

Dilutive ratio 6.5%

Stock acquisition rights
exercise period 1 year

Clause for suspension 
of exercise -

Allowed to suspend the 
exercise permit under 

certain conditions

Overview of  the  Financing in  Progress
<This financing>

14th
stock acquisition 

rights

15th
stock acquisition 

rights

16th
stock acquisition 

rights

Issuing method Third-party allotment  Deutsche Bank London Branch

Amount of funds to be 
raised 7.26 billion yen (b)

Amount of estimated
proceeds 7.24 billion yen (c)

Number of stock
acquisition rights to be 

issued
10,000 units 3,500 units 3,500 units

Number of diluted
shares to be issued 1,000,000 shares 350,000 shares 350,000 shares

Initial exercise price 3,050 yen 5,000 yen 7,000 yen

Minimum exercise 
price 1,525 yen None 7,000 yen

Adjustment of the 
exercise price Yes None Yes (d)

Dilutive ratio 12.7%

Stock acquisition rights
exercise period 3 years

Clause for suspension 
of exercise Yes

<Previous financing (a)>

(a) The summary of the 14th to 16th stock acquisition rights stated above is based on the information disclosed as of March 5, 2018.
(b) The planned procurement amount is the total amount of the issue price of the stock acquisition rights and the amount of assets to be contributed upon the exercise of the stock acquisition rights.
(c) If the exercise price is revised or adjusted, or if the rights are not exercised or cancelled during the exercise period of the stock acquisition rights, the estimated proceeds may change.
(d) In the event that the Board of Directors resolves to exercise its option to adjust the exercise price, the Exercise Price Amendment clause applies. (The minimum exercise price is ¥7,000 and there is no maximum 

exercise price.)
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Overview of  the  Financing in  Progress
<Image of relationship between exercise price of the stock acquisition rights and our stock price> Target Issue Program (TIP)

We will issue new with the two-pattern exercise 
price, in anticipation of future stock price increases 
associated with the growth and expansion of our 
business.
→ Diluted only if stock price rises

Stock price (image)

Time frameDecember 26,

14th stock acquisition rights (with exercise price amendment clause)
Exercise price: ¥3,050 (Base value, no maximum limit, minimum limit: ¥1,525)

15th stock acquisition rights (TIP)
Exercise price: ¥5,000 (Fixed)

16th stock acquisition rights
(TIP, with exercise price amendment clause)

Exercise price: ¥7,000 (no maximum limit, minimum limit: ¥7,000)

18th stock acquisition rights (with exercise price amendment clause)
Exercise price: ¥1,411 (Base value, no maximum limit, minimum limit: ¥988)

New shares
issue price: ¥1,411 &

Number of shares issued (image)

Time frameIssuance of new shares and 18th stock acquisition rights
14-16th stock acquisition rights

Shares will be issued according to our permission = Stepwise dilution
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Precautions Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

The data included in this presentation include what is known as “forward-looking statements.” 
These are based on estimates, forecasts and assumptions accompanied by risk made at the 
present date, which include uncertainty that means that actual future results may differ from the 
contents of the “forward-looking statements.”
These risks and uncertainties include the general economic situation in Japan and overseas, 
including the market situation, interest rates, and currency fluctuations affecting the industry as 
a whole.
IGNIS takes no responsibility for updating or revising these “forward-looking
statements” in response to any future events or other new information that may emerge in the 
future.

The purpose of this document is to provide information on the issuance of shares and the 18th 
Stock Acquisition Rights through third-party allotment by our company, and is not intended to 
solicit any investment or conduct similar thereto.

IGNIS basically refrains from responding individually to any inquiries other than those 
contained in our timely disclosures, press releases, financial results briefing materials and other 
public information.
Except for the information on the timely disclosure through the Tokyo Stock Exchange, our 
official website, official SNS, and official videos, the contents written on the bulletin board, SNS 
and blogs on the Internet include information that is not our official announcement. Therefore, 
we basically refrain from responding to inquiries on these information as well.
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